
Short Answer Response Notes – Literal Analysis and Subtext 

 

To achieve at least a 2 on the STAAR short answer response questions, your point (or thesis) must “go beyond a 

literal reading of the text.” That means that your analysis must be sophisticated enough that you pick up things from 

the passage that aren’t stated directly. You are looking for “subtext” (literally, “that which is underneath the text” – 

think of it as though there is an entirely different text written in invisible ink underneath what you are actually 

reading). 

 

Here is a range of points from student responses to one of our recent Glass Castle SARs, from literal, surface-level 

interpretation, to more nuanced analysis of subtext. 

 

 Rex teaches Jeannette in this section that no animal is dangerous as long as you know what you’re 
doing. 
This point actually copies a portion of the text verbatim (word-for-word). While using quotations as 

evidence in your response is a very smart strategy, your scorer might think you don’t actually understand 

the passage if you just repeat what the text says. 

 Rex teaches Jeanette that wild animals aren’t particularly dangerous and shouldn’t be feared. 
This point is a bit better because the author explains what Rex says he is going to teach Jeannette in an 

original way, but it still doesn’t capture the bigger picture. 

 Rex teaches Jeanette how you should always be calm when dealing with unfamiliar things. 
This point introduces a level of abstraction, but it’s a bit general. 

 Rex teaches Jeannette not to let society tell you what you can and can’t do. 
This point demonstrates an excellent understanding of subtext – Rex never says to Jeannette, “I’m going 

to teach you not to let society teach you what you can and can’t do,” but that is in fact one of the big 

lessons that Jeannette learns from him on their trip to the zoo. 

 Rex teaches Jeanette to not care what other people say as long as it’s what she feels is right. 
Same as above. 

 When Rex tells Jeannette that, “no animal, no matter how big or wild, is dangerous as long as you 
know what you’re doing,” he is actually teaching her of the much deeper lesson of not fearing 
anything. 
This point is outstanding in the way that it explicitly addresses the difference between what the text says 

and what is hidden underneath. 

 

To practice finding subtext, we’re going to tweet! Hashtags are often used to say things that a writer doesn’t want to 

express directly. (It’s kind of like muttering under your breath after you’ve said something aloud.) Find a line from The 

Glass Castle and tweet it to me (@lizmchapman), using a hashtag to show what’s underneath the text. For example: 

 
“’Don’t be so picky,’ she told me. ‘Just slice off the maggoty parts.  The inside’s fine.’” 

#theglasscastle #subtext #parentingfail 

 

“It got so cold in the house that icicles hung from the kitchen ceiling […] ‘Cold weather is good 

for you. It kills the germs.’” 

#delusionaloptimism 

 

Other Notes: 

 Put quotations in context! Don’t just leave them hanging out there with no explanation. 

 Nothing exists outside of the passage. Don’t give the reader advice. Don’t draw big moral lessons from what you have read. 

 Just to re-emphasize – when you take STAAR, anything you write outside of the box will not count. They scan your answer 

document in such a way that it cuts off anything outside of the dark black lines. 

 And to reiterate, if you use ellipses (…) in your quotations to skip over stuff, you must put them in brackets, like this: “A 

lot of the kids were having fun, […] but the sight of those poor creatures made my throat swell up.” (The original quote 

was, “A lot of the kids were having fun, gawking and laughing and throwing peanuts at the animals, but the sight of those 

poor creatures made my throat swell up.”) 
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